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ABOUT US

OUR EXPERIENCE

Since our founding in 1983, Geosyntec has
completed over 10,000 projects worldwide with
an outstanding safety record. Our experience
delivers on the potential of innovative
applications of proven and emerging scientific
and engineering technologies.

POST-FIRE RESPONSE SERVICES

Since 1991, Geosyntec’s experts have rapidly
assessed post-fire hazards to avoid secondary
disasters, such as flooding and landslides, in
fire-affected areas. We develop and implement
emergency mitigation measures that reduce
impacts to homes and infrastructure. We
characterize and monitor the removal of
hazardous ash and burned debris to reduce
public health hazards and protect water quality.
Geosyntec has an experience-built approach to
addressing post-fire conditions that has been
widely valued by municipalities, federal and state
funding agencies, and local stakeholders.

• Hazard Mitigation Assessment
• Debris and Erosion Control
• Litigation Support
• Burn Ash and Debris Removal Monitoring
• BMP Design and Contractor Oversight
• Public Outreach Facilitation
• Cost Reimbursement Support
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POST-FIRE RESPONSE
EXPERIENCE
2020

2019

Saddleridge,
San Fernando Valley, CA

City of Murrieta, Murrieta, CA

Tenaja Fire, Riverside County, CA

2017

Lilac Fire, Fallbrook, CA
Uintah Fire, Weber Canyon, UT

Canyon Fire 2, Orange County, CA
Nuns-Tubbs Fires,
Napa & Sonoma Counties, CA

2014

Bernardo Complex Fire (11
incidents) San Diego County, CA

Poinsettia Fire,
Aviara/Carlsbad, CA

2012

Wood Hollow Fire
Sanpete County, UT

2010

Wood Hollow Fire
Sanpete County, UT

2007

California Firestorm,
San Diego County & San Bernardino
County, CA

2003

Valley Fire, Lake County, CA
Creek Fire, Fresno and Madera
Counties

2018

West Fire, Alpine, CA
Adobe Falls Fire, San Diego, CA
Holy Fire, Orange County, CA
Woolsey Fire, Los Angeles and Ventura
Counties
Thomas Fire, Ventura and Santa Barbara
Counties

2015

Valley Fire,Lake County, CA

Butte Fire, Amador & Calaveras County, CA

2013
Rim Fire, Tuolumne County, CA
Lyons Valley Fire, San Diego County, CA
Springs Fire, Ventura County, CA

2011
Great Fire, San Diego County, CA
Eagle Fire, San Diego, CA

2008

Forest Lawn, Glendale, CA

2005

Topanga Fire
Ventura County, CA

Cedar Fire (5 incidents),
San Diego, CA

1999

1996

Whatcom Creek Incident,
Bellingham, WA

Buffalo Creek Fire Buffalo Creek, CO
Eighth Street Fire Boise ID

1991

1993

Southern California Fires (22
incidents), So Cal, CA

East Bay Firestorm Oakland, CA
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SERVICES

Water Quality Impacts

WATER QUALITY IMPACTS

Geosyntec specializes in leading novel post-fire water
quality studies, including designing hypothesis-driven
forensic investigation into causes of Water Quality Standard
exceedances and specialized modeling and risk assessment.
We also offer unique Clean Water Act expertise, including
litigation and enforcement response, as well as experience
with a variety of other environmental regulations and their
applications to a post-fire setting. Our modeling experience
includes water supply and environmental flow assessment, and
evaluation of climate change effects on hydrology.

CAPABILITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water quality and debris monitoring
Forensic analysis of causes of pollutants in stormwater
Scientific studies of watershed recovery (hydrology, water quality)
Treatment and source control
Water quality modeling
Drinking water source protection and management
Sediment transport and debris flow modeling
Remote sensing and drone assessments

WILDFIRE LIFE CYCLE

DURING-FIRE

PRE-FIRE
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Geohazards

GEOHAZARD ASSESSMENT

Post-fire conditions can promote increased susceptibility to
geohazards such as landslides, earth flows, debris flows,
and channel scour or avulsion and have a high potential
to adversely impact engineered structures, utilities, and
public safety in general. Geosyntec assists clients with the
identification, characterization, and mitigation of wildfire
related geohazards at both the Pre- and Post-fire stages.
Geosyntec’s approach to qualitative and quantitative
geohazard assessments typically involves three phases
of investigation related to the clients’ assets including:
1) Desktop Evaluation, 2) Field Evaluation and Data
Collection, and 3) Quantitative Evaluation of Geohazard.

WILDFIRE LIFE CYCLE

DURING-FIRE

CAPABILITIES

• Emergency field response evaluations
• Pre-fire susceptibility evaluations

ASSESSMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

Slope stability and rockfall analyses
Debris flow susceptibility analyses
Infrastructure integrity assessments
Engineering mitigation
Erosion and sediment control

PRE-FIRE
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Hydrotechnical
Hazards

HYDROTECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

Fires can promote increased susceptibility to hydrotechnical
hazards through formation of hydrophobic soils, decreased plant
canopy interception, and increased sediment runoff, resulting in
larger peak flows and potentially damaging mudflows. Geosyntec’s
experts in hydrology, hydraulics, and geomorphology specialize in
evaluating watercourses’ potential for scour, channel migration, or
sedimentation where infrastructure could be impacted. We quantify
how land use changes, including those caused by fire, affect
stream stability, and develop mitigation strategies to minimize such
impacts and re-establish natural processes. Our project experience
in both stream rehabilitation (fixing an existing geomorphic impact)
and hydromodification management (preventing a geomorphic
impact from occurring) enables us to design cost-effective,
sustainable solutions for our clients.

CAPABILITIES

• Channel migration analysis
• Scour assessment/Hazard
screening
• Utility design at watercourse
crossings
• Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis
• Hydromodification management
• Stream restoration
• Geomorphic monitoring and
adaptive management

• Engineering mitigation
• Erosion and sediment control
• Rapid geomorphic field and
aerial assessment
• Alluvial fan flood mapping
• Geomorphic change
detection analysis
• Machine learning/Remote
sensing

WILDFIRE LIFE CYCLE

DURING-FIRE

PRE-FIRE
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Debris Monitoring

DEBRIS MONITORING

Exposure to hazardous substances resulting from the
ash and burned debris from wildfires poses significant
threats to public health through inhalation of dust particles
and contamination of drinking water sources. Since
1991, public agencies in the western U.S. have turned
to Geosyntec for technical assistance to determine the
presence of these hazards and to assist with qualifying for
FEMA reimbursement for the cost of removal. Geosyntec
assists by characterizing, sampling, and analyzing the
ash and burned debris, monitoring its clearance, and
overseeing the demolition of damaged structures to
eliminate immediate threats to public health and safety.

WILDFIRE LIFE CYCLE

DURING-FIRE

CAPABILITIES
• Monitoring

• Segregating and removing debris (ash, metal,
concrete, soil, etc)
• Training debris monitors/ Task force leads
• Indoor and outdoor air monitoring

PRE-FIRE

• Dust monitoring

• Develop monitoring plans
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Post-Fire Erosion
Mitigation Management

POST-FIRE MITIGATION

Our team’s approach includes partnering with state and local
government personnel and working closely with funding
agencies to develop and implement approved Post-Fire
Hazard Response Plans. We utilize desktop data such as
Burned Area Emergency Response (BAER) reports, soil
samples, geologic data, terrain data, and land-use maps
to identify conditions that contribute to increased risk. Field
teams are deployed to identify high priority areas (areas that
are subject to increased flooding, erosion, landslide or rock
fall hazards) that could potentially threaten lives, property,
and water supplies. Our experts prepare and obtain funding
agency concurrence on Damage Survey Reports (DSR) that
identify hazard locations and define quantities of materials and
estimates of manpower required for mitigation.

WILDFIRE LIFE CYCLE

DURING-FIRE

CAPABILITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Develop damage survey reports/Mitigation plans
Sediment transport modeling
Hydrophobicity testing
BMP implementation training and oversight
Post-BMP implementation inspections/As-built plans
Hydrology and hydraulic evaluations to inform infrastructure
sizing
• State and federal funding support
• Community outreach
• Drone surveys

PRE-FIRE
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GEOSYNTEC TEAM

Mike Minch, PE, GE
Senior Principal | Oakland, CA

Mike Minch has over 27 years of experience in the design, permitting, and construction of
waste containment structures and related geotechnical projects throughout the western
United States. Cleanup and disposal of debris after any natural disaster is a first step in a
community’s recovery. In response to the recent Nuns, Tubbs, Carr, Mendocino Complex,
and Camp Fires, Mr. Minch worked with landfill owners to design, permit, and construct
new waste cells or modify existing waste cells to accommodate the disposal of debris from
burned structures. In 2015 and 2016 Mr. Minch was Geosyntec’s project director for the
CalRecycle Butte Fire Cleanup working under the general contractor, Sukut Construction.
The work involved up to 18 full-time Geosyntec field staff deployed throughout the burn
area serving as division supervisors and task force leaders to monitor, record, and report
the cleanup activities and debris removal for many of the 800 destroyed structures.

Veryl Wittig, PG, CHG
Senior Principal | San Diego, CA

Mr. Wittig has more than 23 years of diverse experience in planning, conducting,
and managing multi-disciplinary projects involving environmental site assessments,
contaminant investigations, hazardous materials remediation (metals, chlorinated
solvents, petroleum hydrocarbons, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, dioxins and
furans, chlorinated pesticides, perchlorate, and asbestos), landfill and burn dump
assessments, risk assessments, and remedial engineering components for a variety
of private and public sector clients. Through his extensive experience, Mr. Wittig has
developed a thorough understanding of the issues related to hazardous materials,
hydrogeology, and site characterization, and understands the regulatory process
pertaining to assessment and remediation of environmentally impaired properties.
Mr. Wittig has also served as an expert on behalf of public and private sector clients.
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Kathleen Harrison, PG, QSP/QSD
Principal | San Diego, CA

Kathleen Harrison is a Principal Geologist with Geosyntec Consultants. She has 30
years of experience conducting studies focusing on mitigating the effects of land use
activities, including catastrophic fires. She has conducted and managed post-fire mitigation
assessments since 2000 including the 2007 San Diego firestorm, 2007 Windy Ridge fire,
2008 Forest Lawn fire, 2011 San Diego Great and Eagle fires, 2013 Lyons Valley Fire,
2014 May FireComplex, 2017 Lilac Fire, and the 2018 West and Adobe Falls fires. Ms.
Harrison has presented on post-fire mitigation for the IECA, County of San Diego, and the
Environmental Law Institute. Her post-fire work with the County of San Diego has received
multiple APWA and ASCE awards.

Adrienne Miller, PE, QSP/QSD ToR
Senior Engineer | Bishop, CA

Adrienne Miller is a Senior Engineer with 19 years of experience in water resources
engineering, stormwater compliance, and soil and erosion control. She is a Qualified
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Developer (QSD)/Qualified SWPPP
Practitioner (QSP) Trainer of Record (ToR) under the state-wide Construction
General Permit (CGP) and prepares SWPPPs and construction site monitoring plans,
recommends soil & erosion control BMPs, and conducts construction audits. Ms.
Miller was the erosion control lead and trained the soil and erosion control crews
during the 2015-2016 Butte Fire cleanup effort. The crews installed post-fire BMPs for
up to 820 building sites impacted by the Butte Fire, with the California Department of
Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle) as the lead agency.

Alex Greene, PG, CEG
Senior Principal | San Diego, CA

Alex Greene is a Senior Principal Engineering Geologist with more than 25 years of
engineering geologic and geotechnical project experience, including geologic hazard
assessment and terrain hazard evaluation, structural geologic field mapping and
reconnaissance, subsurface exploration and characterization, slope stabilization,
geophysical surveys, and coordination/execution of field activities. He has provided
project management and technical support for multiple large-scale geotechnical,
hydrogeologic, and storm water and sediment management projects for commercial
infrastructure. Notable post-fire mitigation projects include: 2007 San Diego County
and City Wildfires, 2018 debris flows in Santa Barbara County following the Thomas
Fire, 2018 Woolsey and Hill Fire, and 2019 Saddle Ridge Fire.

Ron Johnson, PE, PG, QSD
Senior Principal | San Diego, CA

Ron Johnson is a Senior Principal Engineer based in California with more than 30 years of
experience in applying geotechnical and geoenvironmental engineering principles to the
development of infrastructure and the constructed environment. Mr. Johnson specializes
in solid and hazardous waste disposal site permitting, design, and construction. He has
led large multidisciplinary teams of engineers and scientists in the design and construction
civil infrastructure including disposal facilities, highways, drainage systems, earth retaining
systems, landslide stabilization and post-fire response efforts, including expert testimony.
Notable post-fire mitigation projects include: 2003 & 2007 San Diego County and City
Wildfires, 2006 Horse and Old Castle Fires, 2011 Eagle Fire, 2012 Wood Hollow Fire, and
the 2017 Lilac Fire.
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Brandon Steets, PE, QISP/ToR
Senior Principal | Los Angeles, CA

Brandon Steets is a Senior Principal based in Santa Barbara with over 20 years’
consulting experience. Mr. Steets specializes in NPDES and TMDL regulations, pollutant
source investigation, watershed water quality modelling, and Green Infrastructure
design. He has served as technical expert to attorneys on NPDES-related litigation
and enforcement response for over 50 sites, including negotiation and implementation
of citizen suit settlements as well as consent decrees involving the US DOJ. He is a
frequently invited speaker, including to statewide audiences through the California
Stormwater Quality Association, SWRCB webinars, California Association of Sanitation
Agencies, and attorney groups.

Chris Conkle, PE, PG, QSD
Senior Engineer | Huntington Beach, CA

Mr. Conkle is a Geotechnical Engineer with over 15 years of experience in water
resources engineering, geotechnical engineering, and project management, with over
a decade of that experience in engineering consulting. His multi-faceted experience
includes both assessing and responding to hydrologic and geotechnical hazards in the
post-fire environment. During his career at Los Angeles County Public Works, Mr. Conkle
was responsible for the development of the agencies hydrologic and sedimentation
related methods. He responded to the 2003 Grand Prix fire for Public Works by preparing
hydraulic models of burned watersheds as the basis for post fire planning. At Geosyntec,
he has assisted public works and utility clients in assessing the impact of debris flows
and related geologic hazards after the 2017 Thomas and 2020 Creek fires. His current
practice includes the evaluation and design of systems flood control systems including
channels, dams, and levees. In his spare time, Mr. Conkle continues to serve as a
department photographer for the Los Angeles County Fire Department.

Rob Annear, PhD, PE
Senior Principal | Portland, OR

Dr. Annear is an environmental and water resources engineer focused on hydrodynamic
and water quality modeling supporting clients with regulatory permits and requirements,
stormwater management, drinking water studies, source water protection studies and
planning, surface water system assessments, climate change studies, receiving water
modeling and analyses, and water quality management for multiple uses. He has over
20 years of experience in the development, calibration and use of hydrodynamic and
water quality models (1-D, 2-D, and 3-D) throughout the U.S. He has served as an Expert
Witness in cases involving hydrology; water rights; and hydrodynamic, sediment transport
and chemical fate and transport modeling.

Chris Lieder, PG
Principal | San Diego, CA

Mr. Lieder is a Senior Geologist in Geosyntec’s San Diego office. Mr. Lieder joined
Geosyntec Consultants after completing his Master’s degree in Geology at San Diego State
University. Specific job duties include environmental assessments, remedial investigations,
implementation of remedial action plans, site characterization and assessment, applied
bioremediation, environmental permitting, and aiding clients with diverse environmental and
regulatory issues. Mr. Lieder also has experience in construction bidding and management;
applied in-situ remedial applications and technologies; remedial soil excavation and dredging;
remediation construction management; landfill volatile organic constituent migration; landfill
gas migration and system design and enhancement; and PCB assessment and remediation.
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Miguel Parames, PE, QSP/QSD
Senior Engineer | San Diego, CA

Miguel Parames is a Senior Engineer with Geosyntec Consultants. He has
12 years of professional experience with conducting hydrologic and hydraulic
studies for natural and urban watersheds and specializes in designing erosion
and sediment control best management practices (BMPs). Mr. Parames has
applied his experience in assessing post-fire hazards and developing erosion
and sediment control BMP mitigation plans. Notable post-fire hazard mitigation
projects include: 2012 Wood Hollow Fire, 2014 May Fire Complex, 2017 Lilac
Fire, 2017 Canyon Fire 2, 2018 Holy Fire, 2018 West Fire, and the 2018 Adobe
Falls Fire.

Mike Rudd, PE
Senior Principal | Oakland, CA

Michael Rudd is a results-driven leader with over 25 years of experience in
competitive bidding, innovative design, and cost-effective implementation
to meet customer demands. His extensive experience includes managing
complex environmental and civil programs involving scoping, costing, risk
evaluation, contract negotiation, feasibility studies, permitting, engineering
design, construction, and closeout. Mr. Rudd’s post wildfire experience includes
burn area stabilization and long-term restoration design, as well as conducting
detailed property and infrastructure damage assessments to assist in evaluating
claims. He has provided expert witness testimony for mediation and litigation
cases stemming from wildfire damages, and has developed comprehensive
expert reports including methodology, specific responses to individual plaintiff
claims, and detailed cost estimates and claim comparisons. He has participated
in depositions, prepared for and testified in court, and supported legal teams
preparing for opposing expert witness deposition and cross examinations.

Al Preston, PhD, PE
Principal | Los Angeles, CA

Dr. Al Preston is a Principal Engineer with 16 years of experience in hydrology,
hydraulics, hydrodynamics, and computational fluid dynamics. He specializes in
developing and applying analytical techniques and numerical models to solve a
range of client problems. He has led Geosyntec projects involving modeling of the
complex and destructive dynamics of post-fire mudflows in canyons, assessment
of risk for post-fire mud and debris flows, and modeling and assessment of postfire hydrology and water quality. Specific experience includes providing services
related to the 2017/2018 Thomas Fire, the 2018 Woolsey Fire, and the 2020
Creek Fire.
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RELEVANT PROJECT
EXPERIENCE

Post-Fire Response Plan
Recommendations for ShortTerm Mitigation
Client

City and County of San Diego, California

Project Location

City and County of San Diego, California

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

In the short period of four months, Geosyntec and the County staff managed an Emergency Flood / Erosion
Protection Program of nearly unprecedented proportion. High risk areas were identified and prioritized to
effectively utilize resources. Geosyntec performed hazard and impact assessments of hundreds of home
sites and County road miles and identified 54 high-priority home sites and 33 high priority road sites. Erosion
mitigation plans that included drawings, specifications, materials and cost estimates were prepared for each
high priority site. Specifications were developed to address the unique post-fire erosion conditions. Geosyntec
trained County personnel on hazard identification and assessment, mitigation measures and conditions
appropriate for deployment, and proper installation and field construction quality assurance during best
management practices (BMP) implementation. Geosyntec coordinated and provided oversight of hydraulic
mulch application; trained California Conservation Corps crews on BMP implementation; assisted in oversight
of BMP implementation; and conducted follow-up surveys to identify maintenance requirements. County Park
watersheds were assessed for potential impacts to adjacent properties. Geosyntec developed evacuation
warning lists from ground and aerial reconnaissance.
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Eagle Fire Post-Fire Hazard
Mitigation Report
Client

County of San Diego, California

Project Location

County of San Diego, California

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

Geosyntec was tasked with rapidly initiating a post-fire assessment by reviewing available resources,
performing aerial and ground surveys of the burn area, and performing hydrologic analysis to identify
potential increase in runoff and erosion hazards caused by the fires. The assessment provided information
related to the site conditions of existing structures/drainage facilities, identification of potential hazards and
impacts caused by the fires, and a preliminary assessment of appropriate protective measures. Timing was
extremely important because the fires occurred just before the start of a predicted storm, and the storm
event had potential to bring new disasters to residents as well as County resources downstream of the
burned area.

Post-Fire Emergency Erosion
Response and Permitting
Client

County of Orange
OC Community Resources/ OC Parks

Project Location
Orange County, CA

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

Personnel from the County and Geosyntec initiated an Emergency Flood / Erosion Protection Program
that first assisted homeowners in protecting their property, secured Park historic and operational
resources, and then stabilized watersheds to reduce the potential for mudslides and debris flows.
Utilizing a “strike team” response and innovative design techniques the massive effort was completed in
less than four months. The projects were coordinated with multiple resource agencies and public input.
Taking part in Emergency Response planning sessions involving a team of regulatory and resource
agencies, as well as municipal resources and safety personnel; rapidly initiating post-fire assessments to
identify increased runoff and erosion hazards caused by the fires; prioritizing structures or roads having
a higher potential to be damaged from increased runoff, erosion and sediment loads; developing design
plans which identified site-specific BMPs and implementation locations; and providing field oversight and
engineering expertise for the installation of the protective measures.
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Mudflow Modeling
Client

Confidential Public Works Department

Project Location
Southern California

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

To better evaluate near-term post-fire risks and identify potential remedies for protection of life and property
downstream of burned areas, Geosyntec developed FLO-2D mudflow simulations of two canyons that
were burned during a recent fire. Results indicated that a 10-year mudflow event had greater maximum
depths, higher maximum velocities, and larger inundation area than a 50-year water flood. More accurate
determination of inundation areas and evacuation zones is a critical step in response to post-fire storm
events, as illustrated by the Montecito mudslides in 2018 where seventeen of the 23 deaths happened
outside the mandatory evacuation zone. Mudflow modeling analyses is ideally conducted pre-fire as part of
preemptive preparation measures but can also be conducted post-fire prior to the rain season.

Debris Monitoring and Erosion
Control Butte Fire Project
Client

Sukut Construction LLC

Project Location

Calaveras and Amador Counties, California

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

California experienced 23 significant wildfires in 2015, and the formidable Butte Fire burned almost 71,000 acres,
destroyed more than 800 residences and other structures, and resulted in two civilian fatalities. A timely response
to wildfires is critical to enable residents to return to their property, and to protect scarce water sources from
hazardous materials released by the fire. Physical hazards such as debris flows and landslides can also occur
during rain events in fire-affected areas. The client, Sukut Construction, faced significant challenges due to the
scale of the fire cleanup effort, remoteness and limited access to many properties, inclement winter weather, and
demanding regulatory deadlines. Geosyntec provided Sukut with a diverse set of skills and mobilized more than
20 personnel with varied backgrounds to staff a variety of project positions, including debris removal division
oversight, task force leadership and debris monitoring, trainers of the Task Force Leads, Erosion Control Leads,
and field crews, and critical erosion control BMP planning, monitoring, and documentation.
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Saddle Ridge Fire Emergency
Response and Drainage Evaluation
of Pipeline Crossings
Client

Southern California Gas Company

Project Location

Los Angeles County, CA

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

Geosyntec performed a geohazard assessment along multiple existing gas transmission lines in Los Angeles
County following the Saddle Ridge fire in October 2019. This evaluation consisted of a desktop level assessment
of the pipelines and characterized potential geohazards such as landslides or debris flows which could impact
existing pipelines at primary drainage crossings. Based on desktop evaluation, eight sites were identified as
Regions of Interest (ROIs) where Geosyntec subsequently performed a field level reconnaissance of priority
crossings to assess scour depths and potential geohazard impacts to existing infrastructure. Qualitative hazards
were assigned a ranking criterion as related to debris flow, scour, and flood potential and provided prioritized
recommendations related to suggested remedial actions and frequency of monitoring for consideration.

Montecito Debris Flow Emergency
Response and Drainage Evaluation
of Pipeline Crossings
Client

Southern California Gas Company

Project Location

Santa Barbara County, CA

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

Geosyntec conducted an emergency response geohazard assessment of natural gas transmission pipelines
affected by significant debris flow event in January 2018. Geosyntec performed subsurface investigations
to characterize debris flow deposits and assess scour depths associated with the event for development of
engineering design mitigation. Following the emergency response within the immediately impacted areas,
Geosyntec conducted a geohazard assessment of natural gas transmission pipelines drainage crossings
throughout Santa Barbara County. This evaluation consisted of desktop level evaluation of watersheds and
characterized potential geohazards such as landslides or debris flows which could impact existing pipelines at
primary drainage crossings. Based on desktop evaluation, performed field reconnaissance of priority crossings to
assess scour depths combined with existing pipeline burial survey data to assess potential geohazard impacts to
existing infrastructure and provided engineering recommendations for design mitigation.
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Wildfire Effects on Watershed
Hydrology and Water Quality
Client

Boeing Santa Susana Field Laboratory

Project Location
Ventura County, CA

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

For over a decade, Geosyntec has managed a stormwater Expert Panel to test novel filter media, design
and interpret monitoring studies and pollutant source investigations, site and design new treatment
BMPs, monitor and report on BMP performance, evaluate NPDES exceedances, conduct a first-of-itskind stormwater Human Health Risk Assessment, and communicate with the public and RWQCB staff and
Board members. After the Topanga Fire in fall 2005, Geosyntec led a large study on post-fire watershed
recovery, employing a statistical sampling design to quantitatively compare vegetation and soil infiltration
reestablishment across the nearly 3000 acre field laboratory. Most recently, after the Woolsey Fire in fall
2018, Geosyntec led unique forensic investigations of the hydrologic and water quality effects of the fire,
including source material sampling (vegetation ash, plastic pipe ash, pavement solids, aerial deposition
solids, soils around treated wood, etc.), to explain post-fire monitoring results. The project has resulted in a
CASQA award for outstanding BMPs, multiple articles in scientific journals and trade publications, and grown
the public and regulator trust in the proactive and science-driven measures taken by the site owner.

Assessing Environmental
Effects of Fire Retardants
Client

Confidential Retardant Manufacturer

Project Location
Statewide

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

Geosyntec supports a vendor of a long-term retardant (LTR) to help evaluate the environmental risks from
their novel solution to wildfire management. Traditional LTRs are applied by air for emergency response,
however these new products are applied by land (with greater precision) and preventatively (to reduce risks
of fire before they start), with focus on high risk areas such as roadsides and utility corridors. To help safely
bring this potentially-lifesaving product to market, Geosyntec is evaluating human health and ecological
risks and toxicity data, soil nutrient effect studies, and regulatory approval processes; is helping to address
technical questions from transportation agencies and major utilities; and will design a study to evaluate
stormwater effects.
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Ventura River Groundwater-Surface
Water (GW-SW) Modeling Study
Client

State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB) and Regional Water Quality Control
Board (RWQCB)

Project Location
Ventura County, CA

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

For the SWRCB and Los Angeles RWQCB, Geosyntec is leading a precedent-setting GW-SW modeling
study of the Ventura River Watershed to support the development of new instream flow criteria (as one
of five model watersheds in the State) and re-evaluate nitrogen load allocation for an algae TMDL.
Among other water management scenarios, the model will quantify effects of the 2017/18 Thomas
Fire on hydrologic response due to soil hydrophobicity and decreased vegetation, including evaluating
impacts on groundwater budgets. The effect of fires on nitrogen in groundwater and surface water will
also be investigated, and will build upon previous Geosyntec nutrient studies in the watershed.

Goleta Beach Mudflow Disposal
Bacteria Study
Client

Santa Barbara County

Project Location

Santa Barbara County, CA

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

Geosyntec conducted a study following the Thomas Fire and Montecito debris flow in 2018 to determine
if sand and sediment disposed of at the beach were causing surf zone bacteria exceedances, identify
the spatial extent of elevated bacteria levels in the surf zone and beach sands, and determine if human
waste was contributing to exceedances. Results were used to support reopening of the beach and guide
future disposal management actions.
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Hydrotechnical Hazard
Assessment
Client

Confidential

Project Location

Southwestern United States

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

Geosyntec performed a piepline - watercourse crossing hydrotechnical hazard assessment across a
natural gas transmission system, which included approximately 5,000 miles of pipeline. The initial phase of
assessment identified locations on the pipeline system where the pipe could potentially (based on geomorphic
setting) be exposed, externally loaded, damaged, or otherwise adversely impacted by watercourse erosion
and or potential debris impacts. By applying a categorical statistical analysis (based on machine learning
algorithms), Geosyntec quantified the level of geomorphic similarity to known hydrotechnical hazards,
advancing the state of the practice for identifying such hazards. Similar approaches could be adapted for use
in post-fire conditions to rapidly screen hydrotechnical risk for large scale utility networks.

Entrada, Long, and Potrero Canyon
Equilibrium Slope Analyses
Client

FivePoint/Newhall Land

Project Location

Santa Clarita, California

PROJECT OBJECTIVE

Geosyntec conducted analyses to support stream channel design on three tributaries of the Santa
Clara River. One tributary was impacted by upstream land development, resulting in an exposed natural
gas pipeline, and two others had anticipated geomorphic conditions of concern with future residential
development. The method used included characterization of watershed- and reach-scale geomorphic
processes and incorporated locally established channel design guidelines that considered changes in
hydrology, channel geometry, bed and bank material, and sediment supply. Continuous hydrologic and
hydraulic modeling was conducted using the SWMM and HEC-RAS simulation programs.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Southern CA

Ron Johnson,
PE, GE, QSD
rjohnson@geosyntec.com
(619) 810-4010

Mike Minch, PE, GE
mminch@geosyntec.com
(510) 285-2708

Kathleen Harrison,
PG, QSP/QSD
kharrison@geosyntec.com
(619) 810-4012

Northern CA

Adrienne Miller, PE, QSP/QSD
amiller@geosyntec.com
(760) 258-5010

Oregon

Rob Annear, PhD, PE
rannear@geosyntec.com
(971) 271-5906

Miguel Parames, PE,
QSP/QSD
mparames@geosyntec.com
(619) 810-4025

Krzysztof Jesionek, PE
kjesionek@geosyntec.com
(510) 285-2709

Washington

Brent Miller, PE
bmiller@geosyntec.com
(206) 496-1445

